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Abstract
The Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) Scheme was introduced by Jaar and Lassez.
The scheme gave a formal framework, based on constraints, for the basic operational, logical
and algebraic semantics of an extended class of logic programs. This paper presents for the
first time the semantic foundations of CLP in a self-contained and complete package. The
main contributions are threefold. First, we extend the original conference paper by presenting
definitions and basic semantic constructs from first principles, giving new and complete proofs
for the main lemmas. Importantly, we clarify which theorems depend on conditions such as
solution compactness, satisfaction completeness and independence of constraints. Second,
we generalize the original results to allow for incompleteness of the constraint solver. This
is important since almost all CLP systems use an incomplete solver. Third, we give conditions
on the (possibly incomplete) solver which ensure that the operational semantics is confluent,
that is, has independence of literal scheduling. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights re-
served.
1. Introduction
The Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) Scheme was introduced by Jaar and
Lassez [8]. The scheme gave a formal framework, based on constraints, for the basic
operational, logical and algebraic semantics of an extended class of logic programs.
This framework extended traditional logic programming in a natural way by gener-
alizing the term equations of logic programming to constraints from any pre-defined
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computation domain. Dierent classes of constraints give rise to dierent program-
ming languages with dierent areas of application. Since then there has been consid-
erable interest in the semantics and implementation of CLP languages, in part
because they have proven remarkably useful, for systems modeling and for solving
complex combinatorial optimization problems [11,20].
CLP languages have a rich semantic theory which generalizes earlier research into
semantics for logic programs. In the context of logic programs, van Emden and Ko-
walski [4] gave a simple and elegant fixpoint and model theoretic semantics for def-
inite clause logic programs based on the least Herbrand model of a program. Apt
and van Emden [1] extended this work to establish the soundness and completeness
of the operational semantics (SLD resolution) with respect to success and to charac-
terize finite failure. Clark [2] introduced the program completion as a logical seman-
tics for finite failure and proved soundness of the operational semantics with respect
to the completion. Jaar et al. [9] proved completeness of the operational semantics
with respect to the completion. Together these results provide an elegant algebraic,
fixpoint and logical semantics for pure logic programs. The book of Lloyd [17] pro-
vides a detailed introduction to the semantics of logic programs.
One natural generalization of logic programs is to allow dierent unification
mechanisms in the operational semantics. Such a generalization was welcomed since
it promised the integration of the functional and logical programming paradigms.
Jaar et al. [10] generalized the theory of pure logic programs to a logic program-
ming scheme which was parametric in the underlying equality theory, and proved
that the main semantic results continued to hold. However, the theory of logic pro-
grams with equality was still not powerful enough to handle logic languages which
provided more than equations. In particular, Prolog II [3] provided inequations over
the rational trees. Jaar and Stuckey [13] showed that the standard semantic results
still held for Prolog II in the presence of inequations. The CLP Scheme generalized
these two strands of work to provide a scheme over arbitrary constraints which
could be equations, inequations or whatever. Somewhat surprisingly, the key results
for the logic programming semantics continue to hold in this much more general set-
ting. Indeed, as we shall show, presenting the standard logic programming results in
terms of CLP actually results in a more direct and elegant formalization and pro-
vides deeper insight into why the results hold for logic programming.
This paper presents for the first time the semantic foundations of CLP in a self-
contained and complete package. The original presentation of the CLP scheme
was in the form of an extended abstract [8], referring much of the technical details,
including all formal proofs, to an unpublished report [7]. The conference paper of
Maher [18] provided a stronger completeness result. Subsequent papers on CLP se-
mantics have either been partial in the sense that they focus on certain aspects only,
or they have been informal, being part of a tutorial or survey. Indeed, Jaar and Ma-
her’s comprehensive survey of CLP [11] did not present the semantics in a formal
way, nor include any important proofs. The main contributions of the present paper
are:
· We extend the original conference papers by presenting definitions and basic se-
mantic constructs from first principles, with motivating discussions and examples,
and give new and complete proofs for the main lemmas. Importantly, we clarify
which theorems depend on conditions such as solution compactness, satisfaction
completeness and independence of constraints.
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· We generalize the original results to allow for incompleteness of the constraint
solver. This is important since almost all CLP systems use an incomplete solver.
· We give conditions on the (possibly incomplete) solver which ensure that the op-
erational semantics is confluent, that is, has independence of literal scheduling.
A synopsis is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notions of constraints,
solvers and constraint domains. In Section 3 the operational semantics of CLP is in-
troduced, together with breadth-first derivations. In Section 4, soundness and com-
pleteness results for successful derivations are derived. Also, two fixpoint semantics
are introduced. In Section 5 we give soundness and completeness results for finite
failure. Section 6 summarizes our main results and relates them to the standard re-
sults for logic programming.
2. Constraints
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of first-order logic. See for
example [22]. We use the notation ~s to denote a sequence of terms or variables
s1; . . . ; sn. In an abuse of notation we shall often write~s ~t, where~s and~t are vectors
of length n, to denote the sequence (or conjunction) of equations s1  t1; . . . ; sn  tn.
We let 9~xF , where ~x is a vector of variables, denote the logical formula
9x19x2    9xnF . Similarly we let 9W F denote the logical formula 9x19x2    9xnF
where variable set W  fx1; . . . ; xng, and we let 9W F denote the restriction of the log-
ical formula F to the variables in W. That is, 9W F is 9varsF nW F , where the function
vars takes a syntactic object and returns the set of free variables occurring in it. We
let ~9F denote the existential closure of F and ~8F denote the universal closure of F.
A renaming is a bijective mapping between variables. We naturally extend renam-
ings to mappings between logical formulas, rules, and constraints. Syntactic objects s
and s0 are said to be variants if there is a renaming q such that qs  s0.
A signature defines a set of function and predicate symbols and associates an arity
with each symbol. A R-structure, D, is an interpretation of the symbols in the signa-
ture R. It consists of a set D and a mapping from the symbols in R to relations and
functions over D which respects the arities of the symbols. A first-order R-formula is
a first-order logical formula built from variables and the function and predicate sym-
bols in R in the usual way using the logical connectives ^, _, : , ! and the qua-
ntifiers 9 and 8. A R-theory is a possibly infinite set of closed R-formulas. A solver
for a set L of R-formulas is a function which maps each formula to one of true, false
or unknown, indicating that the formula is satisfiable, unsatisfiable or it cannot tell.
CLP languages extend logic-based programming languages by allowing con-
straints with a pre-defined interpretation. The key insight of the CLP scheme is that
for these languages the operational semantics, declarative semantics and the relation-
ship between them can be parameterized by a choice of constraints, solver and an
algebraic and logical semantics for the constraints.
More precisely, the scheme defines a class of languages, CLP C, which are para-
metric in the constraint domain C. The constraint domain contains the following
components:
· the constraint domain signature, RC;
· the class of constraints, LC, which is some predefined subset of first-order R-for-
mulas;
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· the domain of computation, DC, which is a R-structure that is the intended inter-
pretation of the constraints;
· the constraint theory, TC, which is a R-theory that describes the logical semantics
of the constraints;
· the solver, solvC, which is a solver for LC.
We assume that:
· The binary predicate symbol ‘‘ ’’ is in RC, that  is interpreted as identity in DC
and that TC contains the standard equality axioms for  .
· The class of constraints LC contains, among other formulas, all atoms construct-
ed from  , the always satisfiable constraint true and the unsatisfiable constraint
false and is closed under variable renaming, existential quantification and con-
junction.
· The solver does not take variable names into account, that is, for all renamings q,
solvCc  solvCqc:
· The domain of computation, solver and constraint theory agree in the sense that
DC is a model of TC and that for any constraint c 2LC, if solvCc  false then
TC  : ~9c, and if solvCc  true then TC  ~9c.
For a particular constraint domain C, we call an element of LC a constraint and
an atomic constraint is called a primitive constraint.
In this paper we will make use of the following two example constraint domains.
Example 2.1. The constraint domain Real which has 6 ; P ; <;>; as the relation
symbols, function symbols , ÿ,  and =, and sequences of digits with an optional
decimal point as constant symbols. The intended interpretation of Real has as its
domain the set of real numbers, R. The primitive constraints 6 ; P ; <;>; are
interpreted as the obvious arithmetic relations over R, and the function symbols ,
ÿ,  and =, are the obvious arithmetic functions over R. Constant symbols are
interpreted as the decimal representation of elements of R. The theory of the real
closed fields is a theory for Real [22]. A possible implementation of a solver for Real
is based on that of CLP R [12]. It uses the simplex algorithm and Gauss–Jordan
elimination to handle linear constraints and delays non-linear constraints until they
become linear.
Example 2.2. The constraint domain Term has  as the primitive constraint, and
strings of alphanumeric characters as function symbols or as constant symbols.
CLP Term is, of course, the core of the programming language Prolog.
The intended interpretation of Term is the set of finite trees, Tree. The interpretat-
ion of a constant a is a tree with a single node labeled with a. The interpretation of
the n-ary function symbol f is the function fTree : Treen ! Tree which maps the trees
T1; . . . ; Tn to a new tree with root node labeled by f and with T1; . . . ; Tn as children.
The interpretation of  is the identity relation over Tree. The natural theory,
TTerm, was introduced in logic programming by Clark [2] (see also [19]) in which
‘‘ ’’ is required to be syntactic equality on trees. The unification algorithm is a con-
straint solver for this domain.
Note that if the solver returns unknown this means the solver cannot determine
satisfiability; it does not mean that the constraint theory does not imply satisfiability
or unsatisfiability of the constraint. Thus the solver is allowed to be incomplete.
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Because of the agreement requirement, a solver for constraint domain C can only be
as powerful as the constraint domain theory TC. A solver with this property is the-
ory complete. That is a, a solver is theory complete whenever
· solvCc  false i TC  : ~9c, and
· solvCc  true i TC  ~9c.
If the solver only ever returns true or false it is said to be complete. If the solver for
constraint domain C is complete then we must have that the constraint theory TC is
satisfaction complete [8], that is, for every constraint c, either TC  : ~9c or
TC  ~9c.
It is important to note that a theory for a constraint domain may have models
which are very dierent to the intended model. If the solver is not complete, then
constraints which are false in the domain of computation DC may be true in these
models. If the solver is complete then all models must agree about whether a con-
straint is satisfiable or not. We call a model which is not the intended model a
non-standard model.
Example 2.3. A well-known non-standard model of the real closed field (due to
Abraham Robinson, see e.g. [21]) is the model R which contains (1) ‘‘infinitesimals’’
which are not zero but smaller than every non-zero real number and (2) ‘‘infinite
elements’’ which are larger than every real number.
Note that from the above definition we can easily define a constraint domain C
given a signature RC, language of constraints LC and a solver solvC and either a do-
main of computation or a constraint theory that agrees with solvC. Given a domain
of computation DC, then a suitable constraint theory TC is just the theory of DC,
that is all first-order formulae true in DC. Alternatively given a constraint theory
TC we can take DC to be an arbitrary model of the theory.
A constraint domain provides three dierent semantics for the constraints: an op-
erational semantics given by the solver, an algebraic semantics given by the intended
interpretation, and a logical semantics given by the theory. One of the nicest prop-
erties of the CLP languages is that it is possible to also give an operational, algebraic
and logical semantics to the user defined predicates, that is programs. We now do so.
3. Operational semantics
In this section we define an abstract operational semantics for constraint logic
programs based on top-down derivations and investigate when the semantics is con-
fluent, that is when the results are independent from the literal selection strategy. We
also introduce a canonical form of operational semantics, breadth-first derivations,
which will prove a useful bridge to the algebraic semantics.
3.1. Constraint logic programs and their operational semantics
As described in the last section, a constraint logic programming language is
parameterized by the underlying constraint domain C. The constraint domain
determines the constraints and the set of function and constant symbols from which
terms in the program may be constructed, as well as a solver solvC. The solver
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determines when (or if) to prune a branch in the derivation tree. Dierent choices of
constraint domain and solver give rise to dierent programming languages. For a
particular constraint domain C, we let CLP C be the constraint programming lan-
guage based on C.
A constraint logic program (CLP), or program, is a finite set of rules. A rule is of
the form H :- B where H, the head, is an atom and B, the body, is a finite, non-empty
sequence of literals. We let h denote the empty sequence. We shall write rules of the
form H :- h simply as H. A literal is either an atom or a primitive constraint. An atom
has the form pt1; . . . ; tn where p is a user-defined predicate symbol and the ti are
terms from the constraint domain.
Our examples will make use of the language CLP Real which is based on the con-
straint domain Real and the language CLP Term which is based on the constraint
domain Term.
The definition of an atom pt1; . . . ; tn in program P, defnP pt1; . . . ; tn, is the set of
rules in P such that the head of each rule has form ps1; . . . ; sn. To side-step renam-
ing issues, we assume that each time defnP is called it returns variants with distinct
new variables.
The operational semantics is given in terms of the ‘‘derivations’’ from goals. Der-
ivations are sequences of reductions between ‘‘states’’, where a state is a tuple hG k ci
which contains the current literal sequence or ‘‘goal’’ G and the current constraint c.
At each reduction step, a literal in the goal is selected according to some fixed selec-
tion rule, which is often left-to-right. If the literal is a primitive constraint, and it is
consistent with the current constraint, then it is added to it. If it is inconsistent then
the derivation ‘‘fails’’. If the literal is an atom, it is reduced using one of the rules in
its definition.
A state hL1; . . . ; Lm k ci can be reduced as follows: Select a literal Li then:
1. If Li is a primitive constraint and solvc ^ Li 6 false, it is reduced to
hL1; . . . ; Liÿ1; Li1; . . . ; Lm k c ^ Lii.
2. If Li is a primitive constraint and solvc ^ Li  false, it is reduced to h k falsei.
3. If Li is an atom, then it is reduced to
hL1; . . . ; Liÿ1; s1  t1; . . . ; sn  tn;B; Li1; . . . ; Lm k ci
for some A:- B 2 defnP Li where Li is of form ps1; . . . ; sn and A is of form
pt1; . . . ; tn.
4. If Li is an atom and defnP Li  ;, it is reduced to h k falsei.
A derivation from a state S in a program P is a finite or infinite sequence of states
S0 ) S1 )    ) Sn )    where S0 is S and there is a reduction from each Siÿ1 to Si,
using rules in P. A derivation from a goal G in a program P is a derivation from
hG k truei. The length of a (finite) derivation of the form S0 ) S1 )    ) Sn is n.
A derivation is finished if the last goal cannot be reduced. The last state in a finished
derivation from G must have the form h k ci. If c is false the derivation is said to be
failed. Otherwise the derivation is successful. The answers of a goal G for program P
are the constraints 9varsGc where there is a successful derivation from G to final state
with constraint c. Note that in the operational semantics the answer is treated syn-
tactically.
In many implementations of CLP languages the answer is simplified into a logi-
cally equivalent constraint, perhaps by removing existentially quantified variables,
before being shown to the user. For simplicity we will ignore such a simplification
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step although our results continue to hold modulo logical equivalence with respect to
the theory.
Example 3.1. Consider the following simple CLP Real program to compute the
factorial of a number:
R1 fac0; 1:
R2 facN ;N  F :- N P 1; facN ÿ 1; F :
A successful derivation from the goal fac1;X  is
hfac1;X  k truei
+ R2
h1  N ;X  N  F ;N P 1; facN ÿ 1; F  k truei
+
hX  N  F ;N P 1; facN ÿ 1; F  k 1  Ni
+
hN P 1; facN ÿ 1; F  k 1  N ^ X  N  F i
+
hfacN ÿ 1; F  k 1  N ^ X  N  F ^ N P 1i
+ R1
hN ÿ 1  0; F  1 k 1  N ^ X  N  F ^ N P 1i
+
hF  1 k 1  N ^ X  N  F ^ N P 1 ^ N ÿ 1  0i
+
h k 1  N ^ X  N  F ^ N P 1 ^ N ÿ 1  0 ^ F  1i
In each step the selected literal is underlined, and if an atom is rewritten, the rule
used is written beside the arrow. Since the intermediate variables are not of interest,
they are quantified away to give the answer,
9N9F 1  N ^ X  N  F ^ N P 1 ^ N ÿ 1  0 ^ F  1
which is logically equivalent to X 1.
Example 3.2. Consider the factorial program again. One failed derivation from the
goal fac2;X  is
hfac2;X  k truei
+ R1
h2  0;X  1 k truei
+
h k falsei
Note that because the solver can be incomplete, a successful derivation may give
an answer which is unsatisfiable since the solver may not be powerful enough to rec-
ognize that the constraint is unsatisfiable.
Example 3.3. For example using the solver of CLP R, the following derivation is
possible:
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hY  X  X ; Y < 0 k truei
+
hY < 0 k Y  X  X i
+
h k Y  X  X ^ Y < 0i
Definition 3.1. An answer c to a goal G for program P is satisfiable if TC  ~9c.
Otherwise c is a pseudo-answer for G.
3.2. Confluence of the operational semantics
In the definition of derivation, there are three sources of non-determinism. The
first is the choice of which rule to use when rewriting an atom. The second is the
choice of how to rename the rule. The third is the choice of the selected literal. Dif-
ferent choices for which rule to rewrite will lead to dierent answers, and so for com-
pleteness an implementation must consider all choices. However, in this subsection
we give simple conditions on the solver which ensure that the choice of the selected
literal and choice of the renaming do not eect the outcome. This allows an imple-
mentation to use fixed rules for renaming and for selecting the literal with a guaran-
tee that it will still find all of the answers. This is important for the ecient
implementation of constraint logic programming systems.
The results of this section generalize those given in [17] for logic programs. The
primary dierence from the logic programming case is that not considering substitu-
tions makes the results much easier to obtain. One technical dierence is the need to
consider incomplete solvers.
In general, the strategy used to rename rules does not aect the derivations of a
goal or its answers in any significant way. This is because the names of the local vari-
ables do not aect the validity of the derivation as the solver does not take names of
variables into account.
We now show that the results of evaluation are ‘‘essentially’’ independent from
the choice of literal selection. We will first define precisely what we mean by a literal
selection strategy (called a ‘‘computation rule’’ in [17]).
Definition 3.2. A literal selection strategy S is a function which given a derivation
returns a literal L in the last goal in the derivation.
A derivation is via a selection rule S if all choices of the selected atoms in the der-
ivation are performed according to S. That is, if the derivation is
hG1 k c1i ) hG2 k c2i )    ) hGn k cni )    ;
then for each i P 1, the literal selected from state hGi k cii is
ShG1 k c1i )    ) hGi k cii:
Note that a literal selection strategy is free to select dierent literals in the same
goal if it occurs more than once in the derivation.
Unfortunately, answers are not independent of the literal selection strategy for all
solvers. The first problem is that dierent selection strategies can collect the con-
straints in dierent orders, and the solver may take the order of the primitive con-
straints into account when determining satisfiability.
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Example 3.4. Consider the goal p(X) and the program
pY :- Y  1; Y  2:
Imagine that the solver, solv, is defined so that it does not consider the last primitive
constraint occurring in its argument. That is,
solvX  Y   unknown
solvX  Y ^ Y  1  unknown
solvX  Y ^ Y  1 ^ Y  2  unknown
solvY  2  unknown
solvY  2 ^ Y  1  unknown
solvY  2 ^ Y  1 ^ X  Y   false
Using a left-to-right literal selection strategy with this solver, the answer
9Y X  Y ^ Y  1 ^ Y  2 is obtained. However, with a right-to-left selection strat-
egy the goal has a single failed derivation.
The second problem is shown in the following example.
Example 3.5. Consider the goal and the program from the preceding example.
Imagine that the solver, solv, is now defined so that it is complete for all constraints
with only two primitives and returns unknown for larger constraints. That is,
solvX  Y   true
solvX  Y ^ Y  1  true
solvX  Y ^ Y  1 ^ Y  2  unknown
solvY  2  true
solvY  2 ^ Y  1  false
solvY  2 ^ Y  1 ^ X  Y   unknown
Using a left-to-right literal selection strategy with this solver, the answer
9Y X  Y ^ Y  1 ^ Y  2 is obtained. However, with a right-to-left selection strat-
egy the goal has a single failed derivation. The problem is that the solver is not
‘‘monotonic’’.
Fortunately, most real world solvers do not exhibit such pathological behavior.
They are well-behaved in the following sense.
Definition 3.3. A constraint solver solv for constraint domain C is well-behaved if for
any constraints c1 and c2 from C:
Logical: solvc1  solvc2 whenever  c1 $ c2. That is, if c1 and c2 are logically
equivalent using no information about the constraint domain, then the solver answers
the same for both.
Monotonic: If solvc1  false then solvc2  false whenever  c1  9varsc1c2.
That is, if the solver fails c1 then, whenever c2 contains ‘‘more constraints’’ than
c1, the solver also fails c2.
The solvers in the above two examples are not well-behaved. The solver in the first
example is not logical, while that of the second example is not monotonic. Note that
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the above definitions do not use information from the constraint domain and so do
not assume that equality is modeled by identity. For instance, a monotonic solver for
Real is allowed to map solv1  0 to false and solvX  Y  1 ^ X  Y  0 to un-
known. We note that any complete solver is well-behaved.
We can prove that for well-behaved solvers the answers are independent of the se-
lection strategy. The core of the proof of this result is contained in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Switching Lemma). Let S be a state and L, L0 be literals in the goal of S.
Let solv be a well-behaved solver and let S ) S1 ) S0 be a non-failed derivation
constructed using solv with L selected first, followed by L0. There is a derivation
S ) S2 ) S00 also constructed using solv in which L0 is selected first, followed by L, and
S0 and S00 are identical up to reordering of their constraint components.
Proof. There are four ways by which S can be reduced to S0. For simplicity we will
assume that S is the state hL; L0 k ci. This clarifies the argument by removing the need
to keep track of other literals in the goal which are unaected by the reductions.
1. In the first case both L and L0 are constraints. In this case S1 is hL0 k c ^ Li and S0 is
h k c ^ L ^ L0i. If we choose S2 to be hL k c ^ L0i and S00 to be h k c ^ L0 ^ Li then
S ) S2 ) S00 is a valid derivation as we know that solvc ^ L ^ L0 6 false and so
from well-behavedness of the constraint solver, solvc ^ L0 6 false and
solvc ^ L0 ^ L 6 false.
2. The second case is when L and L0 are both atoms. Assume that L is of form
pt1; . . . ; tm and was reduced using the rule renaming of form ps1; . . . ; sm:- B
and that L0 is of form qt01; . . . ; t0m0  and was reduced using the rule renaming of
form qs01; . . . ; s0m0 :- B0. Then S1 is
ht1  s1; . . . ; tm  sm;B; L0 k ci
and S0 is
ht1  s1; . . . ; tm  sm;B; t01  s01; . . . ; t0m0  s0m0 ;B0 k ci:
In this case we choose S2 to be
hL; t01  s01; . . . ; t0m0  s0m0 ;B0 k ci
and S00 to be S0. Clearly S ) S2 ) S0 is a valid derivation since the rule renamings
are still disjoint from each other.
3. In the second case L is a constraint and L0 is an atom. This case is a simple com-
bination of the above two cases.
4. In the third case L0 is a constraint and L is an atom. It is symmetric to the previous
case. h
We can now prove that for well-behaved solvers the operational semantics is con-
fluent, that is independent of the literal selection strategy.
Theorem 3.1 (Independence of the literal selection strategy). Assume that the
underlying constraint solver is well-behaved and let P be a program and G a goal.
Suppose that there is derivation from G with answer c. Then, for any literal selection
strategy S, there is a derivation of the same length from G via S with an answer which
is a reordering of c.
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Proof. The induction hypothesis is that if there is a successful derivation D of length
N from a state S to state h k ci then for S, there is a derivation of the same length
from S using S to h k c0i where c0 is a reordering of c. The proof is by induction on
the length of D. In the base case when the length N is 0, S is simply h k ci and the
result clearly holds.
We now prove the induction step. Consider the derivation D of length N + 1,
S ) S1 )    ) SN ) h k ci
Assume that S selects literal L in the (singleton state) derivation S. As D is a suc-
cessful derivation, every literal in D must be selected at some stage. Thus L must
be selected at some point, say when reducing Si to Si1. By applying Lemma 3.1 i
times we can reorder D to obtain a derivation E of form
S ) S 01 )    ) S 0N ) h k c00i
in which L is selected in state S and c00 is a reordering of c. From the induction hy-
pothesis there is a derivation E0 of length N using S0 from S01 to h k c0i where S0 is a
literal selection strategy which picks the same literal in E0 as is picked byS in S ) E0
and c0 is reordering of c00 and hence of c. Thus the derivation S ) E0 is the required
derivation. The proof follows by induction. h
Even for solvers which are not well-behaved, it is possible to show a weaker con-
fluence result, namely that the answers which are satisfiable are the same. To show
this, we first need a lemma which relates the ‘‘power’’ of the constraint solver to the
answers.
Definition 3.4. Let solv and solv0 be constraint solvers for the same constraint
domain. Solver solv is more powerful than solv0 if for all constraints c, solv(c) un-
known implies solv0(c)  unknown.
A more powerful constraint solver limits the size of derivations and the number of
successful derivations since unsatisfiable constraints are detected earlier in the con-
struction of the derivation and so derivations leading to pseudo-answers may fail.
Successful derivations which have an answer which is satisfiable are, of course,
not pruned.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a state and solv and solv0 be constraint solvers such that solv is
more powerful than solv0.
(a) Each derivation from S using solv is also a derivation from S using solv0.
(b) Each successful derivation from S using solv0 with a satisfiable answer is also a der-
ivation from S using solv.
Proof. Part (a) follows by induction on the length of the derivation and the definition
of more powerful.
The proof of part (b) relies on the observation that if a successful derivation has
an answer which is satisfiable then the constraint component of each state in the der-
ivation must be satisfiable in the constraint theory. Thus solv cannot prune this der-
ivation. h
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We can now show that the successful derivations with satisfiable answers are in-
dependent of the solver used and of the literal selection strategy.
Theorem 3.2 (Weak independence of the literal selection strategy and solver). Let P
be a CLP C program and G a goal. Suppose there is a successful derivation, D, from G
with answer c and that c is satisfiable. Then for any literal selection strategy S and
constraint solver solv for C, there is a successful derivation from G via S using solv of
the same length as D and which gives an answer which is a reordering of c.
Proof. Let usolv be the solver for C which always returns unknown. Clearly any solver
for C is more powerful than usolv. Thus it follows from Lemma 3.2 that D is also a
successful derivation from S using usolv. Now usolv is well-behaved. Thus, from
Theorem 3.1, there is a successful derivation D0 from S via S using usolv of the same
length as D and with an answer c0 which is a reordering of c. Since c and hence c0 is
satisfiable, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that D0 is also a derivation from S via S using
solv. h
3.3. Derivation trees and finite failure
Independence of the literal selection strategy means that the implementation is
free to use a single selection strategy since all answers will be found. The derivations
from a goal for a single literal selection strategy can be conveniently collected togeth-
er to form a ‘‘derivation tree’’. This is a tree such that each path from the top of the
tree is a derivation. Branches occur in the tree when there is a choice of rule to reduce
an atom with. In a CLP system, execution of a goal may be viewed as a traversal of
the derivation tree.
Definition 3.5. A derivation tree for a goal G, program P and literal selection strategy
S is a tree with states as nodes and constructed as follows. The root node of the tree
is the state hG k truei, and the children of a node in the tree are the states it can reduce
to where the selected literal is chosen with S.
A derivation tree represents all of the derivations from a goal for a fixed literal
selection strategy. A derivation tree is unique up to variable renaming. A successful
derivation is represented in a derivation tree by a path from the root to a leaf node
with the empty goal and a constraint which is not false. A failed derivation is repre-
sented in a derivation tree by a path from the root to a leaf node with the empty goal
and the constraint false.
Apart from returning answers to a goal, execution of a constraint logic program
may also return the special answer no indicating that the goal has ‘‘failed’’ in the
sense that all derivations of the goal are failed for a particular literal selection strat-
egy.
Definition 3.6. If a state or goal G has a finite derivation tree for literal selection
strategy S and all derivations in the tree are failed, G is said to finitely fail for S.
Example 3.6. Recall the definition of the factorial predicate from before. The
derivation tree for the goal fac(0,2) constructed with a left-to-right literal selection
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strategy is shown in Fig. 1. From the derivation tree we see that, with a left-to-right
literal selection strategy, the goal fac(0,2) finitely fails.
We have seen that the answers obtained from a goal are independent of the literal
selection strategy used as long as the solver is well-behaved. However a goal may
also finitely fail. It is therefore natural to ask when finite failure is independent of
the literal selection strategy.
We first note that finite failure is not independent of the literal strategy if the solv-
er is not well-behaved. For instance consider the solvers from Examples 3.4 and 3.5.
For both solvers the goal p(X) for the program in Example 3.4 finitely fails with a
right-to-left literal selection strategy but does not finitely fail with a left-to-right lit-
eral selection strategy.
However, for independence we need more than just a well-behaved solver.
Example 3.7. Consider the program p:- p: and the goal p; 1  2. With a left-to-right
selection rule this goal has a single infinite derivation, in which p is repeatedly
rewritten to itself. With a right-to-left selection rule however, this goal has a single
failed derivation, so the goal finitely fails.
The reason independence does not hold for finite failure in this example is that in
an infinite derivation, a literal which will cause failure may never be selected. To
overcome this problem we require the literal selection strategy to be ‘‘fair’’ [16]:
Definition 3.7. A literal selection strategy S is fair if in every infinite derivation via S
each literal in the derivation is selected.
A left-to-right literal selection strategy is not fair. A strategy in which literals that
have been in the goal longest are selected in preference to newer literals in the goal is
fair.
For fair literal selection strategies, finite failure is independent of the selection
strategy whenever the underlying constraint solver is well-behaved.
Fig. 1. Derivation tree for fac0; 2:
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Lemma 3.3. Let the underlying constraint solver be well-behaved. Let P be a program
and G a goal. Suppose that G has a derivation of infinite length via a fair literal
selection strategy S. Then, G has a derivation of infinite length via any literal selection
strategy S0.
Proof. Let D be a derivation of infinite length via S. We inductively define a
sequence of infinite fair derivations D0;D1;D2; . . . such that for each N, if DN is
S0 ) S1 )    ) SN )    ;
then the derivation prefix,
S0 ) S1 )    ) SN ;
is a derivation from G via S0. The limit of this sequence is an infinite derivation from
G via S0.
For the base case N 0, the derivation is just D itself. Now assume that DN is
S0 ) S1 )    ) SN ) SN1 ) SN2 )   
Let the literal L be selected byS0 in SN . As DN is fair, L must also be selected at some
stage in DN , say at SNi where i P 0. By applying Lemma 3.1 i times we can reorder
DN to obtain a derivation DN1 of the form
S0 ) S1 )    ) SN ) S0N1 ) S0N2 )   
in which L is selected in state SN . By construction
S0 ) S1 )    ) SN ) S0N1
is a derivation from G via S0. Also DN1 is fair as it has only reordered a literal se-
lection in the fair derivation DN . h
Theorem 3.3. Assume that the underlying solver is well-behaved. Let P be a program
and G a goal. Suppose that G finitely fails via literal selection strategy S. Then, G will
finitely fail via any fair literal selection strategy.
Proof. We prove the contrapositive, namely that if G does not finitely fail via a fair
literal selection strategy S0 then G cannot finitely fail via any other strategy, say S.
If G does not finitely fail with S0, then the derivation tree D for G constructed with
S0 must have either a successful derivation or be infinite in size. If D contains a
successful derivation then from Theorem 3.1 there will also be a successful derivation
via S, so G does not finitely fail with S. Otherwise if D has no successful derivations
but is infinite, then it must have a derivation of infinite length by Koenig’s Lemma.
By Lemma 3.3 there must be an infinite derivation from G viaS. But this means that
G does not have a finite derivation tree with S and so does not finitely fail
with S. h
3.4. Breadth-first derivations
It will prove useful in subsequent sections to introduce a type of canonical top-
down evaluation strategy. In this strategy all literals are reduced at each step in a der-
ivation. For obvious reasons, such a derivation is called ‘‘breadth-first.’’ Breadth-
first derivations were first introduced for logic programs in [24].
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Definition 3.8. A breadth-first derivation step from hG0 k c0i to hG1 k c1i using
program P, written hG0 k c0i )BF P  hG1 k c1i, is defined as follows. Let G0 consist of
the atoms A1; . . . ;Am and the primitive constraints c01; . . . ; c
0
n.
1. If TC  :~9c0 ^
Vn
i1 c
0
i or for some Aj in G0, defnP Aj  ;, then G1 is the empty
goal and c1 is false.
2. Otherwise, c1 is c0 ^
Vn
i1 c
0
i and G1 is B1 ^    ^ Bm where each Bj is a reduction of
Aj by some rule in the program using a renaming such that all rules are variable-
disjoint.
A breadth-first derivation (or BF-derivation) from a state hG0 k c0i for program P
is a sequence of states
hG0 k c0i )BF P  hG1 k c1i )BF P    )BF P hGi k cii )BF P    
such that for each i P 0, there is a breadth-first derivation step from hGi k cii to
hGi1 k ci1i. When the program P is fixed we will use the notation )BF rather than
)BF P.
For our purposes we have defined the consistency check for breadth-first deriva-
tions in terms of satisfiability in the constraint theory. In eect the solver is restricted
to be theory complete. However, one can also generalize this check to use an arbi-
trary constraint solver.
We extend the definition of answer, successful derivation, failed derivation, deri-
vation tree and finite failure to the case of BF-derivations in the obvious way.
Example 3.8. Recall the factorial program and goal fac(1,X) from Example 3.1. A
successful BF-derivation from this goal is
hfac1;X  k truei
+BF
h1  N ;X  N  F ;N P 1; facN ÿ 1; F  k truei
+BF
hN ÿ 1  0; F  1 k 1  N ^ X  N  F ^ N P 1i
+BF
h k 1  N ^ X  N  F ^ N P 1 ^ N ÿ 1  0 ^ F  1i
We now relate BF-derivations to the more standard operational definition. We
can mimic the construction of a BF-derivation by choosing a literal selection strategy
in which the ‘‘oldest’’ literals are selected first.
Definition 3.9. The index of a literal in a derivation is the tuple hi; ji where i is the
index of the first state in the derivation in which the literal occurs and j is the index of
its position in this state.
The index-respecting literal selection strategy is to always choose the literal with
the smallest index where indices are ordered lexicographically.
Note that the index-respecting literal selection strategy is fair.
Definition 3.10. Let D be a derivation and DBF a breadth-first derivation from the
same state. Let DBF be of the form
hG0 k c0i )BF hG1 k c1i )BF    )BF hGi k cii )BF   
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D and DBF correspond if D has the form
hG0 k c0i )    ) hG1 k c1i )    ) hGi k cii )   
and D and DBF are both infinite or both have the same last state.
For instance the BF-derivation of Example 3.8 corresponds to the derivation of
Example 3.1.
It is straightforward to show the following.
Lemma 3.4. Let P be a CLP C program and G a goal.
1. Every finished derivation D from G for program P via the index-respecting literal
selection strategy and using a theory complete solver has a corresponding breadth-
first derivation DBF from G for P.
2. Every breadth-first derivation DBF from G for program P has a corresponding deri-
vation D from a goal G via the index-respecting literal selection strategy and using a
theory complete solver.
We can now relate BF-derivations to usual derivations. The result for successful
derivations follows immediately from Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.4. Let P be a CLP C program and G a goal.
1. For every successful derivation from G with satisfiable answer c, there is a successful
BF-derivation which gives an answer which is a reordering of c.
2. For every successful BF-derivation from G with answer c and for any literal selection
strategyS and constraint solver solv for C there is a successful derivation from G via
S using solv that gives an answer which is a reordering of c.
The correspondence for finitely failed goals requires a little more justification.
Theorem 3.5. Let P be a program and G a goal. G finitely fails using BF-derivations i
there exists a well-behaved solver solv and selection strategy S such that G finitely fails
using (usual) derivations.
Proof. From Lemma 3.4, G finitely fails using BF-derivations i G finitely fails with
the index-respecting literal selection strategy when using a theory complete solver.
We must now prove that if G finitely fails with some solver solv and some literal
selection strategy, S say, then G finitely fails with the index-respecting literal
selection strategy when using a theory complete solver. From Theorem 3.3 and since
the index-respecting literal selection strategy is fair, if G finitely fails with S and with
solver solv then G finitely fails with the index-respecting literal selection strategy
when using solv. Thus from Lemma 3.2, G finitely fails with the index-respecting
literal selection strategy when using a theory complete solver since this is more
powerful than solv. h
4. The semantics of success
In this section we give an algebraic and logical semantics for the answers to a CLP
program and show that these semantics accord with the operational semantics.
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4.1. Logical semantics
We first look at a logical semantics for a CLP C program. We can view each rule
in a CLP program, say
A:- L1; . . . ; Ln
as representing the formula
~8A L1 ^    ^ Ln
and the program is understood to represent the conjunction of its rules.
The logical semantics of a CLP C program P is the theory obtained by adding the
rules of P to a theory of the constraint domain C.
The first result we need to show for any semantics is that the operational seman-
tics is sound with respect to the semantics. For the logical semantics soundness
means that any answer returned by the operational semantics, logically implies the
initial goal. Thus the answer c to a goal G is logically read as: if c holds, then so
does G.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a CLP C program. If hG k ci is reduced to hG0 k c0i,
P ;TC  G0 ^ c0 ! G ^ c:
Proof. Let G be of the form L1; . . . ; Ln where Li is the selected literal. There are four
cases to consider.
The first case is when Li is a primitive constraint and solvc ^ Li 6 false. In this
case G0 is L1; . . . ; Liÿ1; Li1; . . . ; Ln and c0 is c ^ Li. Thus G0 ^ c0 is L1 ^   
^Liÿ1 ^ Li1 ^    ^ Ln ^ c ^ Li which is logically equivalent to G ^ c. Thus,
P ;TC  G0 ^ c0 ! G ^ c.
The second case is when Li is a primitive constraint and solvc ^ Li  false. In
this case G0 is h and c0 is false. Trivially P ;TC  G0 ^ c0 ! G ^ c because
G0 ^ c0 is equivalent to false.
The third case is when Li is a user defined constraint. Let Li be of the form
ps1; . . . ; sm. In this case, there is a renaming,
pt1; . . . ; tn:- B
of a rule in P such that G0 is L1; . . . ; Liÿ1; s1  t1; . . . ; sm  tm;B; Li1; . . . ; Ln and c0 is c.
Then, clearly
P  B! pt1; . . . ; tn:
Hence, since TC treats  as identity,
TC  s1  t1; . . . ; sm  tm ! ps1; . . . ; sn $ pt1; . . . ; tn:
and so from the above two statements
P ;TC  B ^ s1  t1; . . . ; sm  tm ! ps1; . . . ; sn:
Hence from the above and since the remaining parts are unchanged.
P ;TC  G0 ^ c0 ! G ^ c:
The fourth case is when Li is a user defined constraint for which defnP Li is emp-
ty. In this case G0 is h and c0 is false. As in the second case above, trivially
P ;TC  G0 ^ c0 ! G ^ c because G0 ^ c0 is equivalent to false. h
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The above lemma straightforwardly gives us the soundness of success.
Theorem 4.1 (Logical soundness of success). LetTC be a theory for constraint domain
C and P be a CLP C program. If goal G has answer c, then
P ;TC  c! G:
Proof. Let c be the answer. Then there must be a finite derivation
hG0 k c0i )    ) hGn k cni;
where G0 is G, c0 is true, Gn is h and c is 9varsGcn. By repeated use of Lemma 4.1, we
have that P ;TC  Gn ^ cn ! G0 ^ c0. Thus P ;TC  cn ! G and so
P ;TC  9varsGcn ! G. h
4.2. Algebraic semantics
We now turn our attention to the algebraic semantics. Such a semantics depends
on us finding a model for the program which is the ‘‘intended’’ interpretation of the
program. For logic programs this model is the least Herbrand model. In the context
of constraint logic programs we must generalize this approach to take into account
the intended interpretation of the primitive constraints. Clearly the intended interpr-
etation of a CLP program should not change the interpretation of the primitive con-
straints or function symbols. All it can do is extend the intended interpretation so as
to provide an interpretation for each user-defined predicate symbol in P.
Definition 4.1. A C-interpretation for a CLP C program P is an interpretation which
agrees with DC on the interpretation of the symbols in C.
Since the meaning of the primitive constraints is fixed by C, we may represent each
C-interpretation I simply by a subset of the C-base of P, written C-baseP , which is the
set
fpd1; . . . ; dn j p is an n -ary user-defined predicate in P
and each di is a domain element of DCg:
Note that the set of all possible C-interpretations for P is just the set of all subsets
of C-baseP , PC-baseP . Also note that C-baseP itself is the C-interpretation in which
each user-defined predicate is mapped to the set of all tuples, that is, in which every-
thing is considered true.
The intended interpretation of a CLP program P will be a ‘‘C-model’’ of P.
Definition 4.2. A C-model of a CLP C program P is a C-interpretation which is a
model of P.
Every program has a least C-model which is usually regarded as the intended in-
terpretation of the program since it is the most conservative C-model. This result is
analogous to that for logic programs in which the algebraic semantics of a logic pro-
gram is given by its least Herbrand model. The proof of existence of the least model
is essentially identical to that for logic programs. The proof makes use of the follow-
ing obvious result.
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Lemma 4.2. Let P be a CLP C program, L a literal and M and M0 be C-models of P,
where M  M 0. Then for any valuation r; M r L implies M 0 r L.
Theorem 4.2 (Model intersection property). Let M be a set of C-models of a CLP C
program P. Then
T
M is a C-model of P.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary
T
M is not a model of P. Then there exists a rule
A:- L1; . . . ; Ln and valuation r where
T
M r L1 ^    ^ Ln but
T
M 6r A. By n uses
of Lemma 4.2 for each model M 2M
M r L1 ^    ^ Ln
and since M is a model of P, M r A. Hence rA 2 M and hence rA 2
T
M, which
is a contradiction. h
If we let M be the set of all C-models of P in the above theorem we arrive at the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. Every CLP C program has a least C-model.
Definition 4.3. We denote the least C-model of a CLP C program P by lmP ;C.
Example 4.1. Recall the factorial program from Example 3.1,
fac0; 1:
facN ;N  F :- N P 1; facN ÿ 1; F :
It has an infinite number of Real-models, including
ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg [ ffacn; 0 j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg
and
ffacr; r0 j r; r0 2 Rg:
As one might hope, the least Real-model is
ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg:
As one would hope, if a goal is satisfiable in the least C-model then it holds in all
C-models. Hence we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Let P be a CLP C program, G a goal and r a valuation. Then
P ;DC r G i lmP ;C r G.
Proof. The ‘‘if’’ direction follows from the fact that G is a conjunction of literals and
Lemma 4.2 above. The ‘‘only if’’ direction follows from the argument behind
Theorem 4.2. h
Corollary 4.2. Let P be a CLP C program and G a goal. Then P ;DC  ~9G i
lmP ;C  ~9G.
The next theorem shows that the operational semantics is sound for the least mod-
el. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1.
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Theorem 4.4 (Algebraic soundness of success). Let P be a CLP C program. If goal G
has answer c, then lmP ;C  c! G:
4.3. Fixpoint semantics
Soundness of the logical and algebraic semantics ensures that the operational se-
mantics only returns answers which are solutions to the goal. However, we would
also like to be sure that the operational semantics will return all solutions to the goal.
This is called completeness.
To prove completeness it is necessary to introduce yet another semantics for CLP
programs which bridges the gap between the algebraic and the operational seman-
tics. This semantics, actually two semantics, are called fixpoint semantics and gener-
alize the TP semantics for logic programs.
The fixpoint semantics is based on the ‘‘immediate consequence operator’’ which
maps the set of ‘‘facts’’ in a C-interpretation to the set of facts which are implied by
the rules in the program. In a sense, this operator captures the Modus Ponens rule of
inference. The T TermP operator is due to van Emden and Kowalski [4] (who called it T).
Apt and van Emden [1] later used the name TP which has become standard.
Definition 4.4. Let P be a CLP C program. The immediate consequence function for
P is the function TCP : PC-baseP  ! PC-baseP . Let I be a C-interpretation, and let
r range over valuations for C. Then TCP I is defined as
frA j A:- L1; . . . ; Ln is a rule in P for which I r L1 ^    ^ Lng:
This is quite a compact definition. It is best understood by noting that
I r p1~t1 ^    ^ p1~tn
i for each literal pi~ti either pi is a primitive constraint and DC r pi~ti or pi is a
user-defined predicate and pir~ti 2 I .
Note that PC-baseP  is a complete lattice ordered by the subset relation on C-in-
terpretations (viewed as sets). It is not too hard to prove [1] the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Let P be a CLP C program. Then TCP is continuous.
Recall the definition of the ordinal powers of a function F over a complete lattice
X:
F " a 
FfF " a0 j a0 < ag if a is a limit ordinal;
F F " aÿ 1 if a is a successor ordinal;
(
and dually,
F # a  wfF # a
0 j a0 < ag if a is a limit ordinal;
F F # aÿ 1 if a is a successor ordinal:
(
Since the first limit ordinal is 0, it follows that in particular, F " 0  ?X (the bot-
tom element of the lattice X) and F # 0  >X (the top element).
From Kleene’s fixpoint theorem we know that the the least fixpoint of any contin-
uous operator is reached at the first infinite ordinal x. Hence the following result.
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Corollary 4.3. lfpTCP   TCP " x.
Example 4.2. Let P be the factorial program from Example 4.1. Then
T RealP " 0 ? ;;
T RealP " 1  T RealP T RealP " 0  ffac0; 1g;
T RealP " 2  T RealP T RealP " 1  ffac0; 1; fac1; 1g;
T RealP " 3  T RealP T RealP " 2  ffac0; 1; fac1; 1; fac2; 2g;
..
.
T RealP " k  T RealP T RealP " k ÿ 1  ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . . ; k ÿ 1gg;
..
.
T RealP " x 
[
k P 0
T RealP " k  ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . . ; gg:
Thus lfpT RealP   ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg. It also useful to consider the great-
est fixpoint of T CP . We have that,
T RealP # 0  Real-baseP  ffacr; r0 j r; r0 2 Rg
T RealP # 1  T RealP T RealP # 0  ffac0; 1g [ ffacr; r0 j r P 1 and r; r0 2 Rg;
T RealP # 2  T RealP T RealP # 1  ffac0; 1; fac1; 1g [ ffacr; r0 j r P 2
and r; r0 2 Rg;
..
.
T RealP # k  T RealP T RealP # k ÿ 1  ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . . ; k ÿ 1gg;
[ ffacr; r0 j r P k and r; r0 2 Rg;
..
.
T RealP # x 
\
k P 0
T RealP # k  ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg;
T RealP # x 1  T RealP T RealP # x  ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg:
Thus gfpT RealP   ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg. As this is the same as the least fix-
point, this is the unique fixpoint of the program P defining the fac predicate.
In general, the immediate consequence function of a program may have many fix-
points, and the greatest fixpoint may not be reached by step x in the descending
Kleene sequence. This is also the case for logic programs.
Example 4.3. Consider the CLP Term program P:
qa:- pX 
pf X :- pX 
The downward powers of T TermP are
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T TermP # 0  Term-baseP  fqr j r  f ia; 06 ig [ fpr j r  f ia; 06 ig;
T TermP # 1  T TermP T TermP # 0  fqag [ fpr j r  f ia; 16 ig;
..
.
T TermP # k  T TermP T TermP # k ÿ 1  fqag [ fpr j r  f ia; k6 ig;
..
.
T TermP # x 
\
k P 0
T Term # k  fqag;
T TermP # x 1  T TermP T TermP # x  ;:
The greatest fixpoint of T TermP is T
Term
P # x 1.
There is a simple relationship between the C-models of a program and the T CP op-
erator: the C models are exactly the pre-fixpoints of T CP . The following result for the
Term constraint domain was proven in [4], the proof below is essentially identical.
Lemma 4.3. Let P be a CLP C program. Then M is a C-model of P i M is a pre-
fixpoint of TCP , that is T
C
P M  M .
Proof. Now M is a C-model of P i for each rule A:- L1; . . . ;Ln in P,
M  ~8A L1 ^    ^ Ln. Thus, M is a C-model of P i for each rule A:- L1; . . . ; Ln
in P and for each valuation r, M r A L1 ^    ^ Ln. Thus, M is a C-model of P i
for each rule A:- L1; . . . ; Ln in P and for each valuation r, if M r L1 ^    ^ Ln then
M r A. Hence by the definition of TCP , M is a C-model of P i TCP M  M . h
Given this relationship, it is straightforward to show that the least model of a pro-
gram P is also the least fixpoint of T CP . This will (eventually) allow us to relate the
algebraic semantics to the fixpoint semantics and to the operational semantics.
Theorem 4.6. Let P be a CLP C program. Then lmP ;C  lfpTCP   TCP " x.
Proof.
lmP ;C wfM j M is a C-model of Pg
wfM j M is a pre-fixpoint of Pg from Lemma 4:3
 lfpT CP  by the Knaster–Tarski Fixpoint Theorem 15:
It follows from Corollary 4.3 that lfpT CP   T CP " x. h
We now introduce another fixpoint semantics which is a modification of the im-
mediate consequence function which works on the syntactic level of constraints rath-
er than the semantic level of valuations. It will be used to bridge the gap between the
immediate consequence function and the operational semantics. It works on ‘‘facts’’
which are CLP rules in which the body contains only a single constraint.
Definition 4.5. A fact is of the form A :- c where A is an atom and c is a constraint.
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Definition 4.6. Given a rule R of the form A :- G, and a set of facts F, we can define an
immediate consequence of F using R, as the fact A :- c; where there exists a successful
BF-derivation
hG k truei )BF F  h k ci:
That is, there is a breadth-first derivation for G using the set of facts F as the pro-
gram, that has last state h k ci.
Note that because of the form of F any BF derivation can be at most two steps
long, because the bodies of rules in F do not contain atoms. For example if c0 is
the conjunction of primitive constraints appearing in G a derivation for G has the
form
hG k truei )BF F  hc1 k c0i )BF F  h k c0 ^ c1i:
Let SfRgF  denote the set of all immediate consequences of F using R. The immediate
consequences of a set F of facts using a program P, denoted SP F , is defined by
SP F  
[
R2P
SfRgF :
The function SP was introduced by Gabrielli and Levi [6], inspired by related func-
tions defined in [8] and the S-semantics [5]. We are using a dierent, though equiv-
alent, formulation than [6].
Example 4.4. Let F1  ffac0; 1g, and R  facN ;N  F :- N P 1; facN ÿ 1; F .
There is a single successful BF derivation,
hN P 1; facN ÿ 1; F  k truei )BF F1 hN ÿ 1  0; F  1 kN P 1
)BF F1 h kN P 1 ^ N ÿ 1  0 ^ F  1i:
Hence SfRgF1 is ffacN ;N  F :- N P 1;N ÿ 1  0; F  1g.
Let P be the factorial program from Example 3.1. Since SP is a map over a com-
plete lattice, the set of all facts for predicates defined in the original program, the or-
dinal powers of SP can be defined in the usual way. Then
SP " 0  fg
SP ;  SP " 1  ffac0; 1g
SP ffac0; 1g  SP " 2  ffac0; 1; facN ;N  F :- N P 1;N ÿ 1  0; F  1:g
SP " 3  ffac0; 1; facN ;N  F :- N P 1;N ÿ 1  0; F  1:;
facN ;N  F :- N P 1;N ÿ 1  N 0;
F  N 0  F 0;N 0P 1;
N 0 ÿ 1  0; F 0  1:g
As one would expect, the SP operator is also continuous. The proof is analogous
to the proof for TP .
Theorem 4.7. Let P be a CLP C program. Then SP is continuous.
Corollary 4.4. Let P be a CLP C program. Then
lfpSP   SP " x 
[1
i0
SP " i:
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As one would expect, there is a very strong relationship between both fixpoint se-
mantics. To formalize this correspondence, we need to translate facts to elements in
the C-base. This is done by means of ‘‘grounding’’.
Definition 4.7. Let C be a constraint domain. Let F be the fact A :- c. We define
F C  frA j DC r cg:
This is lifted to sets of facts in the obvious way: let S be a set of facts, then
SC 
[
fF C j F 2 Sg:
For example,
pX ; Y :- X  Y Real  fpr; r j r 2 Rg:
and
facN ;N  F :- N P 1;N ÿ 1  N 0; F  N 0  F 0;N 0P 1;N 0 ÿ 1  0; F 0  1Real
 ffac2; 2g:
Clearly variable names do not aect grounding, hence the following.
Lemma 4.4. Let q be a renaming and F a fact. Then F C  qF C.
Now we can show how the application of SP and T CP correspond.
Lemma 4.5. Let P be a CLP C program and F a set of facts. Then,
SP F C  T CP F C:
Proof. We first show that TCP F C  SP F C. Now, if y 2 TCP F C, there is a rule
A:- G in P and a valuation r such that y is rA and
F C r G: 4:1
Let G contain atoms p1~s1; . . . ; pn~sn and let c0 be the conjunction of primitive con-
straints which appear in G. From (4.1),
DC r c0 4:2
and for each pi~si there is a fact pi~ti :- ci in F, such that rpi~si 2 pi~ti :- ciC.
From Lemma 4.4, we can assume that these facts have been renamed so that the vari-
ables in each pi~ti :- ci are disjoint from each other and from those in A :- G.
Now rpi~si 2 pi~ti:- ciC implies that there is a valuation ri such that
rpi~si  ripi~ti and DC ri ci. From the disjointedness assumption, the valua-
tion r0 defined by
r0x  rix when x 2 varspi~ti:- ci;
rx otherwise;
(
is well defined. Furthermore, for each i, DC r0~si ~ti ^ ci and from Eq. (4.2),
DC r0 c0: Let c be the constraint
c0 ^~s1 ~t1 ^ c1 ^    ^~sn ~tn ^ cn:
Then c is satisfiable, because DC r0 c.
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By construction, there is a BF-derivation using the program F:
hG k truei )BF F  h~s1 ~t1 ^ c1 ^    ^~sn ~tn ^ cn k c0i
)BF F  h k c0 ^~s1 ~t1 ^ c1 ^    ^~sn ~tn ^ cni:
Hence A:- c 2 SP F . By construction r0A 2 A:- cC. But r0A  rA  y, so
y 2 SP F C.
We must now show that SP F C  T CP F C. This can be done by reversing the
implications in the above proof. h
Theorem 4.8. Let P be a CLP C program. Then,
lfpSP C  lfpT CP :
Proof. We first prove by transfinite induction that for all ordinals a,
SP " aC  T CP " a:
There are two cases to consider. The first is when b is a successor ordinal. We have
that
T CP " b  T CP T CP " bÿ 1 by definition of the ordinal power
 T CP SP " bÿ 1C by assumption
 SP SP " bÿ 1C from Lemma 4:5
 SP " bC by definition of the ordinal power:
The second case is when b is a limit ordinal. We have that
T CP " b 
[
fT CP " cjc < ag by definition of the ordinal power

[
fSP " cCjc < ag by assumption

[
fSP " cjc < ag
h i
C
from definition of grounding
 SP " bC by definition of the ordinal power:
Thus, by transfinite induction, for all ordinals a,
SP " aC  T CP " a:
It follows from Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 that lfpSP C  lfpT CP : h
4.4. Correspondence between fixpoint and operational semantics
At first sight the two fixpoint semantics are quite dierent from the operational
semantics, but in fact the ordinal powers of the SP operator are strongly related to
BF-derivations, as shown in the following lemma. Recall that BF-derivations are de-
fined with respect to the theory, or, equivalently, they always make use of a theory-
complete solver.
Lemma 4.6. For a CLP C program P and goal G, there is a successful BF derivation of
length less than or equal to n 1 for state hG0 k c0i in P with answer c i there is a
successful BF derivation for hG0 k c0i in SP " n with answer c0 such that TC 
9varsG0;c0c$ 9varsG0;c0c0.
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Proof. We give the ‘‘then’’ direction, the ‘‘if’’ direction is proved analogously. The
proof is by induction on n. For the base case, the only one step successful BF
derivations are where G0 is entirely made up of constraints. In this case the
derivation
hG0 k c0i )BF Q h k c0 ^ G0i
exists regardless of the program Q, and clearly the same derivation is a successful
derivation in the empty program SP " 0.
Consider a successful BF derivation in P of the form
hG0 k c0i )BF P  hG1 k c1i )BF P    )BF P h k cn1i:
Consider the BF derivation step
hG0 k c0i )BF P  hG1 k c1i:
Then c1 is c0 ^ c00 where c00 are the constraints in G0. Let pi~si; 16 i6 n, be the atoms
in G0.
The derivation step uses renamed apart program rules pi~ti:- Bi for each atom
pi~si to obtain
G1 ~s1 ~t1;B1;~s2 ~t2;B2; . . . ;~sn ~tn;Bn:
Let V1 be varshG1 k c1i. By the induction hypothesis there is a successful BF der-
ivation for hG1 k c1i with final state h k x0i where TC  9V1 cn1 $ 9V1 x0. It must take
the form
hG1 k c0 ^ c00i )BF SP "nÿ1 hx k c0 ^ c00 ^ c01i )BF SP "nÿ1 h k x0i;
where c01 is the constraints in G1, x is the constraints that result from replacing the
atoms in G and x0 is c0 ^ c00 ^ c01 ^ x.
Let xi be the constraints in Bi. Then c01 is ~s1 ~t1 ^ x1 ^    ^~sn ~tn ^ xn. Let
qij~uij; 16 j6mi, be the atoms in Bi. For each qij there exists a renamed apart copy
of a fact in SP " nÿ 1,
qij~vij:- Bij
used in the BF derivation step. Hence
x 
n^
i1
m^i
j1
~uij ~vij ^ Bij:
Because x0 is satisfiable, each of the constraints in the following BF-derivations
are satisfiable. We have a successful BF-derivation for each Bi.
hBi k truei )BF SP "nÿ1
m^i
j1
~uij ~vij;Bij k xi
* +
)BF SP "nÿ1  k xi ^
m^i
j1
~uij ~vij ^ Bij
* +
:
Let Ci be 9vars~tixi ^
Vmi
j1~uij ~vij ^ Bij. Hence an (appropriately renamed) copy of
each of the facts
pi~ti:- Ci
exists in SP " n by the definition of SP .
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We can now construct a successful derivation for hG0 k c0i in SP " n, using some
renamed apart versions of the above facts qipi~ti:- Ci, to rewrite each atom pi~si.
hG0 k c0i )BF SP "n h~s1  q1~t1; q1C1; . . . ;~sn  qn~tn; qnCn k c0 ^ c00i
)BF SP "n h k c0 ^ c00 ^~s1  q1~t1 ^ q1C1 ^    ^~sn  qn~tn ^ qnCni:
Let c0 be c0 ^ c00 ^~s1  q1~t1 ^ q1C1 ^    ^~sn  qn~tn ^ qnCn and let V0 
varshG0 k c0i. Then
9V0 c0 $ c00 ^ c0 ^ 9V0
n^
i1
~si  qi~ti ^ qiC1
since c0 and c00 only involve variables in V0
$ c0 ^ c00 ^
n^
i1
9V0~si  qi~ti ^ qiCi
since each expression qi~ti ^ qiCi does not share variables
$ c0 ^ c00 ^
n^
i1
9V0~si ~ti ^ Ci
since variables in ~ti and Ci do not intersect those in G0 and c0
$ c0 ^ c00 ^
n^
i1
9V0~si ~ti ^ xi ^
m^i
j1
~uij ~vij ^ Bij
by definition of Ci
$ 9V0 c0 ^ c00 ^
n^
i1
~si ~ti ^ xi ^
m^i
j1
~uij ~vij ^ Bij
since by construction the terms do not share variables
$ 9V0 c0 ^ c00 ^~s1 ~t1 ^   ~sn ~tn ^ x1 ^    ^ xn ^
n^
i1
m^i
j1
~uij ~vij ^ Bij
rearranging terms
$ 9V0 c0 ^ c00 ^ c01 ^ x by the definition of c01 and x
$ 9V0 x0 by definition of x0
$ 9V0 cn1 because V0  V1 and 9V1 cn1
$ 9V1 x0:
This completes the proof of the induction step. h
Using the above lemma and Corollary 4.4 it is easy to show the following:
Lemma 4.7. Let P be a CLP C program. Goal G has a successful BF derivation with
answer c for program P i there exists some integer n such that G has a successful BF-
derivation for program SP " n with answer c0 such that TC  c$ c0.
Now we are in a position to relate the SP operator to the standard top-down se-
mantics.
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Theorem 4.9. Let P be a CLP C program. Goal G has an answer c for program P i G
has a successful derivation for program lfpSP  with answer c0 such that TC  c$ c0.
Proof. Since a successful BF-derivation is finite, G has a successful BF-derivation for
program lfpSP  i there exists some integer n such that G has a successful BF-
derivation for program SP " n. Using this observation, the result is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.7. h
The results in this subsection were first presented in [6].
4.5. Completeness
We are now in a position to prove that the operational semantics is complete for
the algebraic semantics.
Theorem 4.10 (Algebraic completeness of success). Let P be a CLP C program, G a
goal and h a valuation. If lmP ;C h G; then G has an answer c such that DC h c:
Proof. If
lmP ;C h G; 4:3
then, from Theorem 4.6, lfpT CP  h G; from Theorem 4.8, lfpSP C h G. Let c0 be
the conjunction of constraints in G, and pi~si; 16 i6 n be the atoms in G. For each
pi~si there exist renamed apart versions of facts in lfpSP ; pi~ti:- ci, and valuations
hi such that hpi~si  hipi~ti and DC hi ci. From the definition of lfpSP  there
also exists k such that each pi~ti:- ci is in SP " k. From the disjointedness assump-
tion, the valuation h0 defined by
h0x  hix when x 2 varspi~ti:- ci;
hx otherwise;
(
is well defined. Furthermore, for each i, DC h0 ~si ~ti ^ c0i and from Eq. (4.3),
DC h0 c0: Let c0  c0 ^~s1 ~t1 ^ c1 ^    ^~sn ~tn ^ cn. Then DC h0 c0: Hence there
is a successful BF derivation for program SP " k:
hG k truei )BF SP "k h~s1 ~t1 ^ c1 ^    ^~sn ~tn ^ cn k c0i
)BF SP "k h k c0i:
By Theorem 4.9 there exists a successful derivation for G in P with answer c such that
TC  9varsGc0 $ c. Hence, since DC models TC, DC h0 c and since h and h0 are the
same on the variables of G, DC h c: h
We can rephrase Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.10 to succinctly capture that the so-
lutions to the goal in the minimal model are exactly the solutions to the constraints
the operational semantics returns as goals. The ‘‘if’’ direction follows from Theorem
4.10 and the ‘‘only if’’ from Theorem 4.4.
Theorem 4.11. Let P be a CLP C program and G be a goal with answers c1; c2; . . .
Then
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lmP ;C  G$
_1
i1
ci:
The second result we need to show is that the operational semantics is complete
with respect to the logical semantics. For the logical semantics, completeness is
understood as that the answers returned by the operational semantics cover all of
the constraints which imply the goal.
Theorem 4.12 (Logical completeness of success). Let TC be a theory for constraint
domain C and P be a CLP C program. Let G be a goal and c a constraint. If
P ;TC  c! G then G has answers c1; . . . ; cn such that
TC  c! c1 _    _ cn:
Proof. We first prove that if P ;TC  c! G; then TC  c!
W1
i1 ci; where c1; c2; . . .
are the answers to G. Given that
P ;TC  c! G 4:4
we show that for each model I of TC
I  c!
_1
i1
ci: 4:5
We can consider the models of P which are based on I. Because lmP ; I is a model of
P ;TC, by Eq. (4.4), we have that
lmP ; I  c! G: 4:6
By Theorem 4.11, we have that
lmP ; I  G$
_1
i1
ci
 !
:
Thus by Eq. (4.6),
lmP ; I  c!
_1
i1
ci
 !
:
And this means
I  c!
_1
i1
ci:
The theorem now follows from the Compactness Theorem (see for example
[21]). h
This is a very strong result. It is worth pointing out, that in general, n can be great-
er than 1.
Example 4.5. Consider the CLP Real program P:
pX :- X P 2:
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pX :- X 6 2:
Then,
P ;TReal  true! pX 
and the answers to p(X) are X P 2 and X 6 2. Both answers are needed to cover true:
TReal  true! X P 2 _ X 6 2:
However, for some constraint domains, the number of answers which need to be
considered is just one. The following definition captures such cases.
Definition 4.8. A theory T for a constraint domain has independence of constraints if
for all constraints c; c1; . . . ; cn,
T  c$ 9varscc1 _    _ 9varsccn;
implies that for some i, T  c$ 9varscci:
The following is a corollary of Theorem 4.12.
Corollary 4.5. Let P be a CLP C program, G be a goal and let TC have independence
of constraints. If P ;TC  c! G for constraint c, then G has an answer A such that
P ;TC  c! A:
The constraint theory TReal does not have independence of constraints, witness
Example 4.5. The constraint theory TTerm does have independence of constraints
as long as there are an infinite number of function symbols. This explains the strong-
er logical completeness result for logic programs, for which any logical answer will
be covered by a single answer.
Finally, we can recast the results of this section in terms of the program’s ‘‘success
set.’’ This set essentially contains the answers that the program will give to single at-
om queries.
Definition 4.9. The success set of a program P, SSP , is the set of facts
fA:- c j c is an answer to A for P for some atom Ag:
Theorem 4.13. Let P be a CLP C program. The following are equivalent:
· SSP C,
· lfpSP C,
· lfpT CP ,
· lmP ;C.
Proof. The first equivalence follows from Theorem 4.9, the second from Theorem
4.8, and the third from Theorem 4.6. h
5. Semantics for finite failure
We have seen that in the operational semantics for CLP programs, goals can also
finitely fail. We now give an algebraic and a logical semantics for finite failure for
CLP languages. Our first step is to define the Clark completion of a program.
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5.1. The Clark completion
The algebraic and logical semantics we gave in the last section for successful goals
does not fit well with finite failure, since there is at least one C-model, namely the C-
base, in which any goal is satisfiable. The problem is that there are too many models
for a program. This is possible because a rule is only read as an ‘‘if’’ definition for its
head.
When dealing with finite failure, a constraint logic program must be understood
as representing its ‘‘Clark completion’’. The Clark completion captures the reason-
able assumption that the programmer really wants the rules defining a predicate
to be an ‘‘if and only if’’ definition – the rules should cover all of the cases which
make the predicate true. Clark’s original definition, for logic programs, also included
the theory of Term [2].
Definition 5.1. The definition of n-ary predicate symbol p in the program P, is the
formula
8X1 . . . 8Xn pX1; . . . ;Xn $ B1 _    _ Bm;
where each Bi corresponds to a rule in P of the form
pt1; . . . ; tn:- L1; . . . ; Lk
and Bi is
9Y1 . . . 9Yj X1  t1 ^    ^ Xn  tn ^ L1 . . . ^ Lk;
where Y1; . . . ; Yj are the variables in the original rule and X1; . . . ;Xn are variables that
do not appear in any rule. Note that if there is no rule with head p, then the defini-
tion of p is simply
8X1 . . . 8Xn pX1; . . . ;Xn $ false;
as
W ; is naturally considered to be false.
The (Clark) completion, P , of a constraint logic program P is the conjunction of
the definitions of the user-defined predicates in P.
Example 5.1. The completion of the factorial program is
facX1;X2 $X1  0 ^ X2  1
_ 9N 9F X1  N ^ X2  N  F ^ N P 1 ^ facN ÿ 1; F :
If we take a program’s completion as the logical formula which captures the true
meaning of the program then the intended interpretation of the program should be a
C-interpretation which is a model for the completion.
Definition 5.2. Let P be a CLP C program. A C-model for P  is a C-interpretation
which is a model for P .
Example 5.2. Recall the factorial program and its completion from Example 3.1. The
only Real-model for the completion is
ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg:
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Other Real-interpretations, such as
ffacn; n! j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg [ ffacn; 0 j n 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .gg
or
ffacr; r0 j r; r0 2 Rg
which are models of the original program are not models of the completion.
Of course there may still be more than one C-model for a program’s completion,
witness the CLP Real program
pX :- pX :
The models of the completion have a very natural relationship with the fixpoints
of the immediate consequence function: the C-models are exactly the fixpoints of T CP .
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a CLP Cprogram. A C-interpretation I is a model of P  i I is a
fixpoint of TCP .
Given this relationship, it is clear that the completion of a program has a least and
greatest C-model which are the least and greatest fixpoints of T CP .
Definition 5.3. Let P be a CLP C program. We denote the least C-model of P  by
lmP ;C and the greatest C-model of P  by gmP ;C.
This allows us to relate the algebraic semantics of the program completion to the
fixpoint semantics.
Theorem 5.1. Let P be a CLP C program.
· lmP ;C  lfpT CP   T CP " x  lmP ;C:
· gmP ;C  gfpT CP :
There is a very natural notion of failure if the semantics of a program P is regard-
ed as the models of its completion. Namely, G should fail i ~8: G holds in all C-
models of P . This is symmetric with our notion of success, as can be seen from
the following result.
Theorem 5.2. Let P be a CLP C program and G a goal.
· P ;DC  ~9G i lmP ;C  ~9G.
· P ;DC  : ~9G i gmP ;C  : ~9G.
Proof. Since lmP ;C is a C-model of P , if P ;DC  ~9G then lmP ;C  ~9G. To
prove the other direction, suppose lmP ;C  ~9G. Then lmP ;C r G, for some
valuation r. For every C-model M of P , we have lmP ;C  M , so that, by Lemma
4.2, M r G. Thus P ;DC  ~9G.
The second item is proved as follows. P ;DC  : ~9G implies gmP ;C  : ~9G, as
gmP ;C is a C-model of P . Now we prove the other direction. The proof is by con-
tradiction. Assume that gmP ;C  : ~9G, but that for some C-model of P , M say,
and valuation r, M r G. But gmP ;C  M . Hence by Lemma 4.2,
gmP ;C r G, a contradiction. h
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Having related the previously developed logical and algebraic semantics to the
Clark completion, we now turn to the operational semantics.
We first prove that the results for success given in the last section continue to hold
if a program P is replaced by its completion P . We can then prove the operational
semantics for success is sound with respect to the program completion. This depends
on the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let P be a CLP C program. Then, TC  P  ! P :
Proof. Straightforward from the definition of P . h
Corollary 5.1. Let P be a CLP C program. If P ;TC  c! G then
P ;TC  c! G:
Theorem 5.3. Let P be a CLP C program. If goal G has answer c, then
P ;TC  c! G:
Proof. If G has answer c, then from Theorem 4.1
P ;TC  c! G:
From Corollary 5.1,
P ;TC  c! G: 
The second result we need to show is that the operational semantics is complete
with respect to the completion semantics. We do this by proving the converse of Cor-
ollary 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. Let P be a CLP C program. If P ;TC  c! G then
P ;TC  c! G:
Proof. Let I be any model of TC. From the hypothesis, lmP ; I  c! G. By
Theorem 5.1, lmP ; I  c! G. For any valuation r that satisfies c we have
lmP ; I r G and so, by Theorem 4.3, P ; I r G. Since this applies to all valuations
satisfying c, P ; I  c! G. Since I was arbitrary, P ;TC  c! G. h
Theorem 5.4. Let P be a CLP C program. Let G be a goal and c a constraint. If
P ;TC  c! G then G has answers c1; . . . ; cn such that
TC  c! c1 _    _ cn:
Proof. If P ;TC  c! G; then from Lemma 5.2, P ;TC  c! G: It follows from
Theorem 4.12 that G has answers c1; . . . ; cn such that
TC  c! c1 _    _ cn: 
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5.2. Soundness
In order to prove soundness of finite failure we need to develop a stronger rela-
tionship between a state and the states it can be reduced to. Our first result is a gen-
eralization of Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 5.3. Let P be a CLP C program. If hG k ci is reducible, and using selected
literal L may be reduced to any of the states hG1 k c1i; . . . ; hGm kmi then
P ;TC  G ^ c $
_m
i1
9varsG^cGi ^ ci:
Proof. Let G be of the form L1; . . . ; Ln where Li is the selected literal. There are four
cases to consider.
The first case is when Li is a primitive constraint and solvc ^ Li 6 false. In this
case, hG k ci is reducible to the single state hG0 k c0i where G0 is L1; . . . ; Liÿ1;Li1; . . . ; Ln
and c0 is c ^ Li. Thus G0 ^ c0 is L1 ^    ^ Liÿ1 ^ Li1 ^    ^ Ln ^ c ^ Li and so,
P ;TC  G ^ c $ 9varsG^cG0 ^ c0:
The second case is when Li is a primitive constraint and solvc ^ Li  false. In
this case, hG k ci is reducible to the single state hG0 k c0i where G0 is h and c0 is false.
As the solver is correct with respect to the theory, this means that Li ^ c and hence
G ^ c are unsatisfiable in any model of TC. Thus,
P ;TC  G ^ c $ 9varsG^cG0 ^ c0:
Otherwise Li is an atom. Let Li be of the form p~s. The third case is when there
are rules defining p in P. Let them be
p~t1:- B1;
..
.
p~tm:- Bm:
Then hG k ci can be reduced to hG1 k c1i; . . . ; hGm k cmi where ci is c and Gi is
L1; . . . ; Liÿ1;~s  qi~ti; qiBi; Li1; . . . ; Ln;
where qi renames the ith rule from the variables in the original state.
Choose~z to be distinct new variables. Because TC treats equality as identity,
TC  p~s $ 9~z~s ~z ^ p~z: 5:1
From the definition of P , it contains the definition of p, which is the sentence
8~xp~x $ 9~y1~x  ~t1 ^ B1 _    _ 9~ym~x  ~tm ^ Bm:
Hence, from Eq. (5.1),
P ;TC  p~s $ 9~z~s ~z ^ 9~y1~z  ~t1 ^ B1 _    _ 9~ym~z  ~tm ^ Bm:
Thus,
P ;TC  p~s $
_m
i1
9~z~s ~z ^ 9~yi~z ~ti ^ Bi 5:2
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and so
9~z~s ~z ^ 9~yi~z ~ti ^ Bi $ 9~z~s ~z ^ 9qi~yi~z  qi~ti ^ qiBi:
As qi renames away from~s,
9~z~s ~z ^ 9~yi~z ~ti ^ Bi $ 9qi~yi9~z~s ~z ^~z  qi~ti ^ qiBi:
From the fact that TC treats equality as identity,
TC  9~z~s ~x ^ 9~yi~z ~ti ^ Bi $ 9qi~yi~s  qi~ti ^ qiBi:
Thus from Eq. (5.2),
P ;TC  p~s $
_m
i1
9qi~yi~s  qi~ti ^ qiBi:
Clearly, since qi renames the variables ~yi away from the variables in the original
goal,
P ;TC  G ^ c$_m
i1
9qi~yiL1 ^ . . . Liÿ1 ^~s  qi~ti ^ qiBi ^ Li1 ^    ^ Lm ^ c
and from the definition of each Gi and ci,
P ;TC  G ^ c$
_m
i1
9qi~yiGi ^ ci:
Hence,
P ;TC  G ^ c $
_n
i1
9varsG^cGi ^ ci:
The fourth case is when there are no rules in P defining p. This means that Li and
hence G ^ c are unsatisfiable in any model of P . In this case, hG k ci is reducible
to the single state hG0 k c0i where G0 is h and c0 is false. Thus,
P ;TC  G ^ c $ 9varsG^cG0 ^ c0: 
Now we are in a position to relate the answers of finitely evaluable goals to the
logical semantics. A goal is finitely evaluable if it has a finite derivation tree.
Theorem 5.5. LetTC be a theory for constraint domain C and P be a CLP C program.
Let G be a goal which is finitely evaluable with answers c1; . . . ; cn. Then
P ;TC  G$ c1 _    _ cn:
Proof. The proof is by induction on the partial derivation trees 2 T1; . . . Tk
constructed from G where Tk is the final derivation tree. The induction hypothesis is
that at stage i, if the leaves of Ti are the states hG1 k c1i; . . . ; hGm k cmi, then
2 Partial derivation trees are a generalization of derivation trees in which nodes that can reduce may have
no children. A partial derivation tree represents an as yet incomplete search of a derivation tree.
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P ;TC  G$
_m
i1
9varsGGi ^ ci:
The base case, when i  1 is obvious as T1 is just hG k truei and clearly
P ;TC  G$ 9varsGG ^ true:
We now prove the induction step. Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for Ti
where i < k. We shall show that it holds for Ti1. Let the leaves of Ti be
hG1 k c1i; . . . ; hGm k cmi. By induction hypothesis,
P ;TC  G$
_m
i1
9varsGGi ^ ci: 5:3
Now Ti1 is constructed from Ti by choosing a leaf state, say hGj k cji and adding as
children the states, hG01 k c01i; . . . ; hG0m0 k c0m0 i which hGj k cji can be reduced to using
the selected literal. By construction, therefore, the leaves of Ti1 are
hG1 k c1i; . . . ; hGjÿ1 k cjÿ1ihG01 k c01i; . . . ; hG0m0 k c0m0 ihGj1 k cj1i; . . . ; hGm k cmi:
From Lemma 5.3, we have that
P ;TC  Gj ^ cj $
_m0
i1
9varsGj^cjG0i ^ c0i:
Thus from Eq. (5.3),
P ;TC  G$
_m
i1;i6j
9varsGGi ^ ci
 !
_ 9varsG
_m0
i1
9varsGj^cjG0i ^ c0i
0@ 1A:
As the variables introduced in the reduction are disjoint from those in G,
P ;TC  G$
_m
i1;i6j
9varsGGi ^ ci
 !
_
_m0
i1
9varsGG0i ^ c0i
 !
:
Thus the induction hypothesis holds for Ti1.
By induction we therefore have that for the leaves, hG1 k c1i; . . . ; hGp k cpi of Tk,
P ;TC  G$
_p
i1
9varsGGi ^ ci:
As Tk is the final derivation tree, each Gi is the empty goal. Thus,
P ;TC  G$
_p
i1
9varsGci:
Now the answers to G are exactly those constraints 9varsGci which are not false.
Thus the result follows. h
An immediate corollary to this is logical soundness of finite failure, as this is the
special case when there are no answers and
W ; is just false.
Corollary 5.2 (Logical soundness of finite failure). Let TC be a theory for
constraint domain C and let P be a CLP C program. If goal G finitely fails then
P ;TC  : ~9G:
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Soundness of finite failure for the algebraic semantics is an immediate conse-
quence of the soundness of finite failure for the logical semantics, as any intended
interpretation of the constraint domain is a model of the constraint theory.
Theorem 5.6 (Algebraic soundness of finite failure). Let P be a CLP C program. If
goal G finitely fails then:
· P ;DC  : ~9G, and
· gmP ;C  : ~9G:
5.3. Logical completeness
Proving completeness of finite failure is more problematic. We begin by investiga-
ting completeness with respect to the logical semantics. The first reason is that the
solver can be incomplete, and so not detect that a derivation is failed with respect
to the theory. For example, a solver which delays non-linears will not determine that
the goal sqrX ;ÿ1 with the CLP Real program
sqrX ;X  X 
should fail. For this reason we require the solver to be theory-complete.
The second restriction concerns fairness of the literal selection rule – as we have
seen selection rules which are not fair may turn failed derivations into infinite deri-
vations.
Example 5.3. Consider the program
q :- p; 1  2:
p :- p:
Clearly gmP ;C  : ~9q, but the goal q will not finitely fail with a left-to-right se-
lection rule.
The example above shows that for completeness we require a scheduling strategy
which is fair.
As long as the solver is theory complete and the literal selection strategy is fair,
completeness of finite failure holds.
Theorem 5.7 (Logical completeness of finite failure). Let TC be a theory for
constraint domain C; let P be a CLP C program, and let G be a goal. If
P ;TC  : ~9G
then G finitely fails for any fair selection rule, provided the solver used is theory com-
plete.
Proof. The proof is rather complex. We prove the contrapositive: if G does not
finitely fail for a fair selection rule then the goal is satisfiable in some model of TC
and P . Clearly this is true if G has a successful derivation. The case of interest is
when G has an infinite fair derivation
hG0 k c0i ) hG1 k c1i ) hG2 k c2i )   
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The key idea is to build a non-standard model of TC and P  which makes each
state in the derivation true. This provides a model of P ;TC in which G is satisfiable.
First consider the sequence c0; c1; . . . of constraints. Let c be
V1
i0 ci. As the solver
is theory complete we know that for each ci, TC 6 : ~9ci. From the Compactness
Theorem, therefore, TC 6 : ~9c. Thus there is a model I of TC and a valuation r
such that I r c. The next step is to build an I-model of P . Let M0 be the I-interpr-
etation,
frA j atom A is in goal Gi for some ig;
where r is arbitrarily extended to all variables in the derivation.
Now M0 is a post-fixpoint of T IP . This is because, for each rA 2 M 0, as the der-
ivation is fair, and so A must have been selected, there is an instance of a rule in P of
form
rA :- rL1; . . . ; rLn
such that each rLj appears in the derivation. If Lj is an atom, then by definition of
M0, rLj 2 M 0. If Lj is a primitive constraint, then as the derivation is fair, the re-
naming of the constraint in the derivation corresponding to Lj will have been selected
and placed in the constraint ck for some k. Thus, I r Lj. Hence, M 0  T IP M 0.
By a standard construction, it follows that there is a fixpoint M of T IP such that
M 0  M . From Lemma 5.1, M is a model of P . By construction, for each Gi,
M r Gi and so M  ~9G: h
5.4. Algebraic completeness
Algebraic completeness of finite failure is the most dicult result to achieve.
Clearly we require the solver to agree with the the domain of computation, on the
satisfiability of constraints, that is it must be complete. Note that completeness of
the solver implies that the constraint theory is strong enough to determine if every
constraint is satisfiable or not, as the solver must agree with the theory. Hence the
constraint theory must also be satisfaction complete.
We might expect that for completeness to hold for the algebraic semantics all we
need is a complete solver and a fair computation rule. This not true, we require more.
Example 5.4. Consider the CLP Term program P
qa :- pX 
pf X  :- pX 
P  is
8Y pY  $ 9X Y  f X  ^ pX  ^ 8Y qY  $ 9X Y  a ^ pX :
Now the only Term-model of P  is ; but the atom q(a) does not finitely fail with a
complete solver for any selection rule.
Intuitively, the reason for the problem is that the atoms in T CP # x n gfpT CP  are
true in some model, but not true in a C-model.
Example 5.5. Consider the CLP Term program P defined above. We can define a
pre-interpretation I as follows, that is a model of TTerm. Let the domain of I be the
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Herbrand terms a; f a; f f a; . . . as well as the integers. Interpret the functions a
and f as follows: aI  a, fIt  f t when t is Herbrand, and fIt  t  1 when t is
an integer. Now I TTerm and fqag [ fpz j z 2Zg is an I-model of P  in which
q(a) holds.
The problem is that the greatest model of the completion may not be T CP # x. We
can only hope for equality in the case that the greatest model is T CP # x.
Definition 5.4. A CLP C program P is canonical if TCP # x  gfpTCP .
Fortunately, for a large class of constraint domains, including all those of practi-
cal interest, every program has an equivalent canonical program (where by equiva-
lent we mean a program with the same success and finite failure behavior as the
original, on queries with predicates only from the original program). See [14,23]
for constructions of equivalent canonical programs for the constraint domain Term.
Before we show that this condition is sucient to achieve completeness for the al-
gebraic semantics, we require a number of technical lemmas to relate the ordinal
powers of T CP and breadth-first derivations.
Definition 5.5. A breadth-first derivation D from state s is compatible with a
valuation r if for each state hG k ci in D, DC r 9varssc.
Note that a failed BF-derivation is not compatible with any valuation. The fol-
lowing lemma corresponds to the Lifting Lemma [17] but we are only interested in
the case of BF-derivations.
Lemma 5.4. If goal G has a successful or infinite breadth-first derivation compatible
with valuation r and r is a solution of constraint c, then hG k ci has a successful or
infinite breadth-first derivation compatible with r.
Proof. Let G have the breadth-first derivation D,
hG k truei )BF hG1 k c1i )BF    )BF hGi k cii )BF    ;
which is compatible with r. We can assume that the variables introduced in the der-
ivation are disjoint from the variables in c. Now consider the sequence of states, D0,
hG k ci )BF hG1 k c ^ c1i )BF    )BF hGi k c ^ cii )BF   
We claim that this is a breadth-first derivation from hG k ci. The only reason that it
may not be a valid derivation is that for some state in the derivation, hGi k c ^ cii we
have that ci is unsatisfiable in the constraint theory. Now, as D is compatible with r
and r is a solution of c, we have
DC r c ^ 9varsGci:
As the introduced variables in D are distinct from c, varsG  varsc \ varsci, and
so
DC r 9varsG[varscc^ci:
Hence c ^ ci is satisfiable in the constraint theory. It also follows that D0 is compat-
ible with r. h
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The following two lemmas relate the breadth-first derivations of goals to the
breadth-first derivations from their component literals. These lemmas are one of
the chief reasons why we introduce breadth-first derivations, as the lemmas do not
hold for ordinary derivations.
Lemma 5.5. Let r be a valuation on the common variables of literals L1 and L2. If there
is a breadth-first derivation D1 from literal L1 and a breadth-first derivation D2 from
literal L2 such that D1 and D2 are compatible with valuation r, then there is a breadth-
first derivation D3 from goal L1; L2 such that:
1. D3 is compatible with r.
2. If D1 and D2 are successful then so is D3.
3. The length of D3 is the maximum of the lengths of D1 and D2.
Proof. Let D1 be the derivation
hL1 k truei )BF hG1 k c1i )BF    )BF hGi k cii )BF   
and D2 be the derivation
hL2 k truei )BF hG01 k c01i )BF    )BF hG0i k c0ii )BF   
We can assume that the variables introduced in D1 are disjoint from the variables in
D2 and vice versa. Let D3 be
hL1; L2 k truei )BF hG1;G01 k c1 ^ c01i )BF    )BF hGi;G0i k ci ^ c0ii )BF   
It is straightforward to verify that D3 is a valid breadth-first derivation from L1; L2
which satisfies the conditions of the lemma. h
Similarly we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6. If there is a breadth-first derivation D3 from goal L1; L2; then there is a
breadth-first derivation D1 from literal L1 and a breadth-first derivation D2 from literal
L2 such that:
1. If D3 is compatible with valuation r then so are D1 and D2.
2. If D3 is successful then so are D1 and D2.
3. The length of D3 is the maximum of the lengths of D1 and D2.
Now we are able to relate the ordinal powers of TP to breadth-first derivations.
This result is the key for relating T CP to finitely failed derivations, and corresponds
to Lloyd’s Proposition 13.5 [17].
Lemma 5.7. rA 2 TCP # i i using a complete solver A has a breadth-first derivation
which is compatible with r and which is successful with length < i or else has length i.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. The base case is when i 0. This holds because
rA 2 TCP # 0 for all A and r, and every atom A has the breadth-first derivation of
length 0 consisting of the initial state hA k truei which is compatible with every
valuation.
We now prove the inductive step. The induction hypothesis is that rA 2 T CP # i
i using a complete solver A has a breadth-first derivation which is compatible with r
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and which is successful with length < i or else has length i. We will prove that
rA 2 T CP # i 1 i using a complete solver A has a breadth-first derivation which
is compatible with r and which is successful with length 6 i or else has length i 1.
Consider rA 2 T CP # i 1. Assume A is of form p~s. From the definition of or-
dinal powers and the immediate consequence function, for some rule
p~t :- L1; . . . ; Ln
in P and valuation r0 we have that rA  r0p~t and that
DC; T CP # i r0 L1 ^    ^ Ln:
We can assume that the variables in the rule are disjoint from the variables in A.
We first prove that each Lj has a breadth-first derivation compatible with r0. If Lj
is a primitive constraint, DC r0 Lj. Thus Lj has the successful breadth-first deriva-
tion
hLj k truei )BF h k Lji
which is compatible with r0 and of length 1. If Lj is an atom, then r0Lj 2 T CP # i.
From the induction hypothesis Lj has a breadth-first derivation which is compatible
with r0 and which is successful with length < i or else has length i. Thus from Lemma
5.5, the state hL1; . . . ; Ln k truei has a breadth-first derivation which is compatible
with r0 and which is successful with length < i or else has length i.
Let r00 be the valuation defined by
r00x  rix when x 2 varsA;
r0x otherwise:

It follows that h~s ~t; L1; . . . ; Ln k truei has a breadth-first derivation which is compat-
ible with r00 and which is successful with length < i or else has length i. Thus
hA k truei has a breadth-first derivation which is compatible with r00 and which is suc-
cessful with length < i 1 or else has length i 1. As r00 and r are identical over the
variables in A, this derivation is also compatible with r. Thus we have proved one
direction of the required statement. The other direction is simple reversal of the
above argument except that we use Lemma 5.6 instead of Lemma 5.5. h
Theorem 5.8 (Algebraic completeness of finite failure). Let P be a canonical CLP C
program, and let G be a ground goal. If
P ;DC  : ~9G
then G finitely fails for any fair selection rule, provided a complete solver is used.
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. We first prove it for the case G is an atom.
Assume that G does not finitely fail. Then G has a successful derivation or an infinite
fair derivation. Then G has a successful breadth-first derivation or an infinite
breadth-first derivation, DBF say. As G is ground, DBF is compatible with any
valuation, say r. From Lemma 5.7, it follows that for all i, rG 2 TCP # i and so
rG 2 TCP # x. As P is canonical, rG 2 gfpTCP , and so rG 2 gmP ;C. Thus,
P ;DC  : ~9G
does not hold. The case when G is a conjunction of literals follows a similar argu-
ment but uses Lemma 5.6. h
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The restriction to canonical programs is not too severe, as almost all programs in
practice are canonical. Notice that the completeness result provided by Theorem 5.7
was stronger in the sense that it did not require programs to be canonical or the goal
to be ground.
Finally we consider the relationship of the logical and algebraic semantics to the
‘‘finite failure set’’ which is the analogue of the success set.
Definition 5.6. The finite failure set of a program P, FFP , is the set of facts
fA :- c j hA k ci finitely fails for P via some selection ruleg:
The relationship to the logical semantics is a straightforward corollary of Theo-
rem 5.7.
Corollary 5.3. Let P be a CLP C program, let A be an atom, and c a constraint. Then
A :- c 2 FFP i P ;TC  : ~9A ^ c:
We now examine the relationship of the finite failure set with the algebraic seman-
tics.
Theorem 5.9. Let P be a CLP C program. Then
FFP C  C-baseP n T CP # x:
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that rA 2 TCP # x and that
rA 2 FFP C. Now rA 2 TCP # x, implies that for all i, rA 2 TCP # i. From
Lemma 5.7, either A has a successful breadth-first derivation which is compatible
with r or else A has breadth-first derivations of unbounded length which are
compatible with r. Thus, from Koenig’s Lemma A either has a successful or an
infinite breadth-first derivation which is compatible with r. Now consider any c such
that C r c. Then from Lemma 5.4, hA k ci has a successful or an infinite breadth-
first derivation which is compatible with r. Thus hA k ci cannot finitely fail for any
literal selection strategy. Thus rA 62 FFP C. h
Unfortunately the reverse inclusion does not hold in general. The most obvious
reason is that the solver may not be complete, and so it will ‘‘incorrectly’’ not termi-
nate a failing derivation. However, even if the solver is complete, there may still be
an expressiveness problem. The problem is that the constraint domain may not allow
the constraints in the fact to ‘‘cover’’ some of the elements.
Example 5.6. Let Real be the constraint domain with linear arithmetic equalities and
the unary constraint 6 p as the only primitive constraints and the usual functions
and constants. Now consider the program
pX  :- X 6 p:
Here C-baseP n T CP # x  fppg, but there is no constraint c and atom A with pred-
icate symbol p such that the state hA k ci finitely fails for this program.
To overcome this problem we require a technical restriction on the constraint do-
main.
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Definition 5.7. The constraint domain C is solution compact if for all constraints c,
there is a possibly infinite set of constraints C such that
DC  ~8 : c$
_
C
 
:
All constraint domains occurring in practice are solution compact. Of course
Real from Example 5.6 is not, but clearly that domain was a contrived and patho-
logical case. The original definitions of solution compactness [7,8] included a further
condition that was later shown to be unnecessary [18].
Theorem 5.10. Let P be a CLP C program. If C is solution compact and solvC is a
complete solver then
FFP C  C-baseP n T CP # x:
Proof. From Theorem 5.9,
FFP C  C-baseP n T CP # x:
We now prove the reverse inclusion. Let rA 2 C-baseP n T CP # x. Thus for some i,
rA 62 T CP # i. Let D1; . . . ;Dn be the successful breadth-first derivations from A of
length less than i and the breadth-first derivations from A of length i. From Lemma
5.7, no Dj will be compatible with r. For each Dj, let cj be the constraint in the last
state. It follows that for each cj, r is not a solution of 9varsAcj. As the constraint do-
main is solution compact, there is a constraint c0j such that c
0
j ^ 9varsAcj is unsatisfi-
able but r is a solution of c0j. Let c be
Vn
j1 c
0
j. By construction r is a solution of c. It
follows that hA k ci cannot have a successful breadth-first derivation or infinite
breadth-first derivation, as otherwise from Lemma 5.4, A would have a successful
breadth-first derivation or infinite breadth-first derivation compatible with r. Thus
hA k ci finitely fails for any fair literal selection rule and so rA 2 FFP C. h
By combining the above theorem with the definition of canonical program and
Theorem 5.1, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.11. Let C be a solution compact constraint domain and P be a canonical
CLP C program. If P is evaluated with a complete solver then FFP C 
C-baseP n gmP ;C.
One should not read too much into Theorem 5.11. It does not guarantee that an
atom (or goal) will finitely fail if the atom does not hold in any C-model of the com-
pletion, even if the conditions of solution compactness, canonicity and solver com-
pleteness are met.
Example 5.7. Let P be the CLP Term program
pf X  :- pX :
P  is 8Y pY  $ 9X Y  f X  ^ pX : The program is canonical with T CP # x 
gfpT CP   ;. Thus the program completion has the single Term-model ;. Thus
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: 9XpX  holds in all Term-models of P . However, even with a complete solver the
goal pX will not finitely fail.
6. Conclusion
Constraint logic programs are a generalization of logic programs which are pa-
rameterized by the choice of the underling constraint domain. Constraints from
the constraint domain can be understood in three complementary ways: operation-
ally by means of a (possibly incomplete) constraint solver; logically by way of the
constraint theory; and algebraically, by means of the domain of computation which
is the constraint’s intended interpretation. These three views are required to be co-
herent, that is, the domain of computation must model the constraint theory, while
the constraint theory must agree with the constraint solver.
We have lifted these three semantics from the constraint domain to give opera-
tional, logical and algebraic semantics for constraint logic programs. As for the con-
straint domain, the semantics form a hierarchy: the operational semantics is the least
strong, then the logical semantics, while the algebraic semantics is the strongest se-
mantics. To prove correctness of the semantics we have employed breadth-first der-
ivations and two fixpoint semantics so as to bridge the gap between the algebraic and
the operational semantics.
In the case of a successful query each of the semantics agree on what is successful,
although, if the solver is incomplete, the operational semantics may have successful
derivations which are not satisfiable, producing pseudo-answers that do not corres-
pond to a true success.
Accord between the three semantics for goals which finitely fail is somewhat more
dicult to obtain and requires the constraint solver to be more powerful. For the op-
erational semantics to agree with the logical semantics the solver must be theory-com-
plete, and for the operational semantics to agree with the algebraic semantics we need
the solver to be complete and a number of other technical conditions to be satisfied.
The diagram shown in Fig. 2 summaries the relationships between the operation-
al, algebraic and fixpoint semantics in the case. Each semantics is characterized by a
Fig. 2. Relationship between subsets of C-baseP :
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subset of C-baseP . The diagram shows the containment relationships between these
sets and below the diagram gives conditions which imply where containment is actu-
ally equality.
It is instructive to relate our results back to the semantic framework developed for
logic programs. Pure logic programs can be viewed as an instance of the CLP
Scheme based on the Term constraint domain in which constraints are equations
over terms. In the Term constraint domain unification is the constraint solving mech-
anism, the Herbrand is the computation domain and the axioms for free equality [2]
form the constraint theory. Since the constraint solver is complete, the computation
domain is solution compact and independence of constraints holds, we can use our
generic results for CLP to immediately obtain the standard semantic theory of logic
programs. Thus the semantic theory for CLP strictly generalizes that for logic pro-
grams, yet in many cases the statement of results is simpler and proofs are more di-
rect than those standard for logic programming, largely because the vagaries of
unification, substitutions and local variables can be factored out.
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